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Measurement of Cross-Magnetic-Field Heat Transport in a Pure Ion Plasma
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Cross-magnetic-field heat transport in a quiescent pure ion plasma is found to be diffusive and
be dominated by long-range collisions with impact parameters up to a Debye length. The measur
thermal diffusivity x agrees within a factor of 2 with the long-range predictionxL  0.49nȳb2l

2
D

over a range of103 in temperature,50 in density, and 4 in magnetic field. This thermal diffusivity is
independent of magnetic field strength, and is observed to be up to 100 times larger than the classi
diffusivity. These long-range collisions are typically dominant in unneutralized plasmas, and may als
contribute to electron heat transport in neutral plasmas. [S0031-9007(99)09328-X]

PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.20.Hv, 52.25.Wz
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Cross-magnetic-field heat transport is important for u
derstanding magnetic fusion plasmas [1], astrophysical o
jects [2], plasma processing [3], and basic plasma phys
[4]. “Collisional” transport is driven by the fluctuat-
ing fields from thermal motions of individual particles
whereas “turbulent” transport is driven by nonthermal fluc
tuations such as unstable waves or broadband turbulen
Plasmas with a single sign of charge are used for a wi
range of basic plasma physics and atomic physics expe
ments [5]. These plasmas can be confined in a ne
thermal equilibrium state where transport is dominated b
collisions, rather than by turbulence; here we measure c
lisional heat transport in a quiescent pure ion plasma.

Direct Coulomb collisions between particles can oc
cur over distances up to a Debye shielding lengthlD ,
but the character of the collision depends on the im
pact parameterr compared to the cyclotron radiusrc.
Short-range (velocity-scattering) collisions (withr , rc)
cause perpendicular-to-parallel temperature equipartiti
and give “classical” heat transport. In contrast, long-rang
collisions (withrc , r , lD) causeno perpendicular-to-
parallel equipartition but give a heat transport which ca
be much larger than classical. These long-range collisio
occur only in plasmas withlD . rc.

Classical transport theory analyzes collisions withr #

rc. These collisions cause scattering between the p
pendicular and parallel velocities and thus drive the pe
pendicular and parallel velocity distributions toward
Maxwellian with a single temperatureT . For ion-ion col-
lisions, the (momentum transfer) collision rate [6] is

nii 
16
15

p
p nȳb2 ln

√
rc

b

!
ø s1.0 s21dT 23y2n7f1 1 0.08 lnsT3y2B21dg , (1)

where b ; e2yT is the distance of closest approach
Here, the numerical values are appropriate to24Mg1

ions, with densityn7 ; ny107 cm23, magnetic fieldB
in tesla, and temperatureT in eV. The Coulomb loga-
rithm reflects the orderingrc , lD appropriate to pure
0031-9007y99y82(24)y4839(4)$15.00
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ion plasmas, whererc ; ȳyVc ø s0.5 mmdT1y2B21 and
lD ; fTy4pe2ng1y2 ø s2.4 mmdT1y2n

21y2
7 .

Direct measurements of the equipartition raten'k 
1
2 nii between perpendicular and parallel temperatu
T' and Tk in pure ion plasmas [7] verify that thes
velocity-scattering collisions are correctly described
Eq. (1). These collisions also cause diffusion of particle
momentum, and heat. The classical thermal diffusivityxc

is given [8] by

xc  niir
2
c

ø s2.5 3 1023 cm2 s21d

3 T21y2B22n7f1 1 0.08 lnsT3y2B21dg . (2)

This diffusivity is due to random radial steps of sizerc

occurring at a ratenii .
In this paper, we also consider the (larger) therm

diffusivity xL produced by long-range collisions with
impact parametersrc , r , lD . In these long-range
collisions, the ions exchange parallel energies over rad
distancesr without change in the perpendicular velocitie
so there is no contribution to the equipartition raten'k.
There is also a smallE 3 B drift due to these collisions;
this produces negligible heat transport but is important
particle and angular momentum transport [9]. The cro
field thermal diffusivityxL is calculated [10] to be

xL  0.49nȳb2l2
D

ø s1.1 3 1023 cm2 s21dT21y2. (3)

These long-range collisions cause thermal diffusion wh
can be thought of as due to random radial steps of s
lD occurring at a ratenȳb2. Comparing Eqs. (2) and
(3) suggests that the collisional heat transport will
dominated by long-range collisions in plasmas withlD *

7rc. Single species plasmas are commonly in this regi
due to the Brillouin density limit [11], and the electrons i
some neutral plasmas are in this regime, i.e.,lD * 7rce.

In addition to these direct Coulomb collisions, it i
predicted that energy can be exchanged over distan
© 1999 The American Physical Society 4839
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r ¿ lD by the thermal emission and absorption o
lightly damped plasma waves [10]. These wave-mediat
collisions are expected to dominate for thermal gradie
length scalesLT * 100lD and may contribute to the
large electron conductivity observed in tokamak plasm
[12]. However, this wave-mediated transport does n
contribute to the present experiments, sinceLT , 100lD .
Also, the derivation ofxL in Eq. (3) [10] presumes
that LT . lD , which is reasonably well satisfied in the
experiments.

Thus, we expect to observe a diffusive cross-field he
flux Gq given by

Gq  2
5
2

nsxL=Tk 1 xc=T d 1 GND , (4)

where=  ≠y≠r. Here, we have separately identifiedTk

to emphasize the unusual nature ofxL, but for most of
our experiments we can approximateT' ø Tk ; T to
adequate accuracy. The termGND represents a possible
heat flux due to nondiffusive effects such as waves
convection. We observe no consistent signature of the
effects, so we takeGND  0.

Here, heat transport measurements are made on pla
columns consisting of uncorrelated magnesium ions, w
temperatures5 3 1024 , T , 0.5 eV, densities0.2 ,

n7 , 10, and magnetic fields1 , B , 4 T. The mea-
surements show that the cross-magnetic-field heat flux
these plasmas is diffusive, with average thermal diffusi
ity x ø 1.7xL.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Magnesiu
ions are created with a metal vacuum vapor arc and a
trapped in a Penning-Malmberg trap [13] with uniform ax
ial magnetic fieldB and end-confinement potentialsVc 
200V . Typically, Ntot ø 5 3 108 ions form a plasma
column of lengthLp ø 14 cm and radiusRp ø 0.5 cm
inside conducting cylinders with radiusRw  2.86 cm.
These plasmas consist of about 70% Mg1, with the remain-
der being mostly magnesium hydrides, MgH1

n , formed
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FIG. 1. Ion trap schematic showing manipulating beam an
probe beam geometries.
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when ions interact with the residual neutral backgroun
gas (H2) at pressureP ø 4 3 1029 Torr.

The radial electric field due to the unneutral-
ized ion charge causes the plasma column
E 3 B drift rotate at a (central) frequency offE ;
nsr  0decyB ø s14.4 kHzdn7B21. Diamagnetic and
centrifugal drifts are small, so the total fluid rotation
frequency isfrot ø fE . This rotation is rapid compared
to the heat transport times discussed here, so our rad
transport measurements are effectively azimuthally a
eraged. Individual thermal ions bounce axially at a rat
fb ; ȳy2Lp ø s7.1 kHzdT1y2sLpy14 cmd21, so we also
assume the plasma to be uniform along the magne
field lines.

These ion plasmas normally expand radially on a tim
scale of tm ø 2000 sec due to azimuthal asymmetries
in confining fields. Here, however, the ions are held i
near-thermal-equilibrium steady state for days or week
through application of a weak “rotating wall” perturbation
field [14]. The heating due to the slow plasma expansio
(Joule heating) or due to the rotating wall drive is
balanced by cooling from collisions with the background
neutral gas, and the plasma typically relaxes to a
equilibrium at T ø 0.05 eV. In practice, the rotating
drive is turned off during the heat transport experiment
however, we find that the results obtained for the therm
diffusivity are the same with the rotating wall on or off.

The plasma is diagnosed and heated or cooled usi
two continuous 280 nm lasers: a weaksø10 mWd probe
beam is used to nonperturbatively measure the plasm
density, temperature, and fluid rotation velocity, and
stronger sø1 mWd manipulating beam is used to vary
the local plasma temperature. The manipulating bea
is chopped, and the plasma temperature and density
measured using the probe beam during times when t
manipulating beam is off. As indicated in Fig. 1, the
probe beam can be aligned parallel or perpendicular
the magnetic field. Typically, the probe beam frequenc
is scanned through a32S1y2 ! 32P3y2 cyclic transition of
24Mg1 at each radial position. The Doppler-broadene
and -shifted laser induced fluorescence signal gives t
ion velocity distributionfsyd.

From the measured ion distributions,f'sy', r , td
and fksyk, r , td, we obtain the local magnesium density
nMgsrd, temperaturesT'sr, td and Tksr, td, and fluid
rotation velocityyusrd. In practice, the rapid temperature
evolution is obtained from just the velocity distribution
peaks, that is,fks0, r , td or f'syu , r , td , since the ion den-
sity is constant with time. The total charge densitynsrd is
calculated as that required to givefrotsrd  yusrdy2pr.
Typically, we find thatnMgsrdynsrd ø 0.7 at all radii, so
centrifugal mass separation [15] is negligible.

Heat transport experiments are performed by local
heating or cooling along ther  0 axis of the plasma,
thus creating an initial condition with a strong radia
temperature gradient. This heating or cooling is obtaine
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by detuning the parallel manipulating beam to the blue
red side of the cyclic transition. The perturbedTk couples
locally to T' in a timen

21
'k which is short compared to the

radial transport times, soTk ø T'  T is an adequate
approximation for these experiments. The time evolutio
of the plasma temperature,T sr, td, is then measured after
the manipulating beam is blocked with a shutter.

Figure 2 shows a typical evolution ofT sr , td in an
ion plasma with steady-state density profilensrd. At
t  0, the cooling beam is turned off, and the centra
plasma temperature is observed to rise fromT ø 3 3

1023 eV at t  0 toward the equilibrium temperature of
T ø 0.05 eV. For clarity, onlyt  0, 0.1, and 1 sec and
the final equilibrium statet ! ` are shown; actually, the
temperature evolution is measured with 100 time ste
over0 , t , 4 sec for each radial position.

The temperature evolution of Fig. 2 results from
radial heat flux plus small external heating terms. Th
radial heat fluxGq is obtained from the measured chang
in local energy density,Ùqsr , td ; ≠

≠t f 3
2 nsrdT sr , tdg as

Gqsr , td ; 2
1
r

Z r

0
r 0 dr 0f Ùqsr 0, td 2 Ùqextsr 0, tdg , (5)

where the weak external heating or cooling termÙqext is
known from independent measurements described belo

In Fig. 3, we plot the measured radial heat fluxGq

as a function of the temperature gradient=T obtained
from the data of Fig. 2. We plot the heat flux measure
at radii r  0.1, 0.15, and0.2 cm, and at timest 
0.1 to 1.9 sec; these radii were chosen here because th
have a strong gradient and strong signal, i.e.,Ùq ¿ Ùqext.
It can be seen that the gradients and fluxes are larg
at early times and decrease as the temperature pro
relaxes toward equilibrium. Since both classical an
long-range transport predictGq ~ x=T ~ T21y2=T , the
displayedGq is divided byT21y2 to better illustrate the
proportionality with=T . The dashed line in Fig. 3 is an
unconstrained linear fit to the data. The small nonze

FIG. 2. Measured thermal diffusion starting from locally
sr  0d cooled initial condition.
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intercept could represent a nondiffusive flux; but he
it seems to be insignificant, arising from uncertaintie
in the data or imperfect correctionsÙqext. Thus, Fig. 3
demonstrates diffusive heat conduction.

We calculate the local thermal diffusivityx for each
data point of Fig. 3 using

xsn, B, T d  2
2

5n

Gq

=T
. (6)

Values ofxsn, B, T d were obtained for different equilib-
rium plasmas covering a range of 50 in density,103 in
temperature, and 4 in magnetic field. In Fig. 4, we pl
the measuredx as a function of temperatureT . Here, we
display a single averaged value ofx for each evolution
such as Fig. 3. For example, the data of Fig. 3 give
average thermal diffusivityx . 1.3 3 1022 cm2 s21 for
an average temperatureT . 0.028 eV. This averaging
has little consequence since the range ofn, T , andx in a
single evolution is small. The dashed curves in Fig.
show the predicted classical thermal diffusivitiesxc for
the five densities and magnetic fields used. The solid li
shows the predicted long-range thermal diffusivityxL,
which depends only on temperature.

The measured thermal diffusivities are up to 100 tim
larger than the classical prediction and are indepe
dent of B and n. The T21y2 scaling is observed over
three decades inT and extends into the low-tempera
ture regime whererc ø b. A fit to Fig. 4 with x ~

T21y2 gives x  fs1.93 6 1d 3 1023 cm2 s21gT21y2 
s0.84 6 0.5dnyb2l

2
D.

The small external heating correction,Ùqext, used in
Eq.(5) is obtained by measuring the temperature evolut
of a plasma which has beenuniformly heated or cooled
by a wide manipulating beam. In the absence of rad
temperature variation, we expectGq ø 0, implying that

FIG. 3. Measured normalized radial heat flux vs temperatu
gradient for experiment shown in Fig. 2, demonstrating diffu
sive heat transport.
4841
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FIG. 4. The measured cross-magnetic-field thermal diffusivi
x plotted as a function of temperatureT .

Ùq ø Ùqext. This external heating was measured atB 
4 T for a range of parameters:0.3 3 1029 , P , 4 3

1029 Torr, 1 , n7 , 10, and 1023 , T , 2 eV. The
measurements are consistent with a modelÙqext  ÙqJ 1
ÙqN incorporating Joule heating,ÙqJ , plus heating or
cooling due to ion-neutral collisions,ÙqN . We obtain
ÙqJsn, T , rd by measuring the expansion rate of the plasm
with the rotating wall field turned off, and we estimate
ÙqN sn, T d from the cross section of ions colliding with H2
molecules. For the data presented here, the correction
x is small, sinceÙqexty Ùq ø 0.1 in the regions with a large
temperature gradient.

In summary, we have measured the cross-magnet
field heat flux in a quiescent pure ion plasma. Th
heat flux is proportional to the thermal gradient=T and
is apparently due to long-range collisions with impac
parameter up to a Debye length. These long-range c
lisions cause heat fluxes which are independent of ma
netic field strength: the observed thermal diffusivity scale
asx ~ n0B0T21y2, as predicted for long-range collisions
whereas the thermal diffusivity resulting from classica
short-range collisions scales asxc ~ nB22T21y2. At high
magnetic field and low densities, the classical prediction
more than 2 orders of magnitude too small to explain th
observed heat fluxes. This enhanced heat transport sho
occur in many nonneutral plasmas, wherelD . rc is
4842
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always satisfied, and may apply to the electron compon
of neutral plasmas which satisfylD * 7rce.
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